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system: adaptive finite impulse-response-filter and convergent control. Both principles
work as adaptive feedforward compensation algorithms by feeding a compensation signal
into the system. The compensation signal is generated from a reference signal that is
correlated with the excitation to be compensated. The difference between the principles is
the algorithm to derive the compensation signal from the reference signal. These algorithms
are reported in the work. The methods were compared with simulations by compensating a
sinusoidal disturbance in a simple plant. The convergent control algorithm indicated
smoother but slower convergence than the adaptive finite impulse-response-filter with
least-mean-square algorithm.
The convergent control was also tested in the rotor test environment. The displacement
responses of the test rotor were measured when the convergent control was switched on.
The measurements were carried out when the rotor was running 25 Hz, 40 Hz, and 65 Hz.
The control force commands were also recorded at these speeds. The displacement
response was also measured during a sweep from 11 Hz to 65 Hz. The convergent control
was found working properly; the convergence of the algorithm was particularly fast. The
performance of the algorithm may be improved by improving the quality of the
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 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
This work was carried out for the project on active vibration control of rotors. The project
belongs to the VTT research theme ’Intelligent Products and Systems’.
Compensation of a deterministic disturbance due to rotation is one of the challenges of active
vibration control in rotating machines. Excitations induced by a rotating object, a rotor, are
characterised by frequencies equal to the rotational frequency, and its multiples. Generally,
the greatest excitation occurs at the rotational frequency. However, multiples of the rotational
frequency may cause a significant response in the system if they meet a resonance frequency.
The frequency, or the frequencies, of the major excitations are known because the rotational
speed of a rotating machine is often measured. The key-idea of two compensation algorithms
to be studied is to use a compensation signal generated from the rotational speed measurement
and generate a control action that counter-acts with the excitation. The problem is to adjust
such a gain and such a phase that the excitation is compensated. The adaptive finite-impulseresponse (FIR) filter offers a solution by adapting the filter using the least-mean-squares
algorithm. Second algorithm to be studied, the convergent control, applies an integrative
update law on the Fourier coefficients of the compensation signal.
Figure 1 clarifies the idea. A vibrating system is located in the grey box. A harmonic
disturbance at a known frequency is acting in the output. The objective is to feed such a
compensation signal in the vibrating system that position remains zero. In other words, the
algorithms adjust the gain and the phase of feedforward control such that the reference signal
compensates the disturbance.

)LJXUH7KHFRPSHQVDWLRQDOJRULWKPVFRPSHQVDWHWKHGLVWXUEDQFHLQWKHRXWSXWE\XVLQJWKH
UHIHUHQFH VLJQDO ZLWK WKH VDPH IUHTXHQF\ FRQWHQW EXW DUELWUDU\ DPSOLWXGH DQG SKDVH ZLWK
UHVSHFWWRWKHGLVWXUEDQFH

This work was carried out as a comparative study on two adaptation principles to compensate
a deterministic excitation from a system: adaptive finite impulse-response-filter and
convergent control. The work is connected with the work by Tammi (2003). In the previous
work, the velocity feedback control and the adaptive control based on adaptive finite-impulseresponse filter were tested on the desktop test environment. The convergent control algorithm
has been applied HJ by Järviluoma & Valkonen (2001, 2002). Several algorithms for the
compensation of a harmonic disturbance were reported by Järviluoma (2003).
This paper presents a comparative study between the adaptive FIR and the convergent control
using simulations. Furthermore, the implementation and the tests of the convergent control
algorithm in the desktop test environment are reported.
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 0DWHULDOV 0HWKRGV
In this section, the test environment is described shortly and the adaptation principles are
presented. For a more thorough discussion on the test environment, see Tammi (2003).

2.1 Test environment
The test environment was tailored to represent the Jeffcott rotor by locating the cylinder
(diameter: 47.5 mm, length: 65 mm) in the middle of the slim shaft (diameter 10 mm, bearing
span: 460 mm). The rotor was considered as two separate one-degree-of-freedom systems
(Figure 2). One system was considered to vibrate in the horizontal (;) direction and the other
system in the vertical (<) direction. The actuating point of the force and the placement of the
displacement transducer were approximately collocated (the transducers located 60 mm from
the midpoint of the rotor).

)LJXUH  2QH GLUHFWLRQ RI WKH URWRUDFWXDWRU V\VWHP ZDV VLPSOLILHG WR D RQHGHJUHHRI
IUHHGRPYLEUDWRU7KHRWKHUGLUHFWLRQIRUPHGDQRWKHUVLPLODUV\VWHP

2.2 Adaptive FIR
The adaptive filter is presented in Fuller HWDO (1996), for example. The notation was adopted
from this textbook. The output of a finite-impulse-response filter (FIR) can be expressed as a
convolution with the coefficients of the filter and the input signal. The output of the filter is
equal to
, −1

X(Q ) = ∑ KL [ (Q − L ) ,

(1)

L =0

where [(Q) is the input signal, , is the order of filter, and Q is the index pointing to the latest
pulse input, and QL represents a shift backwards by L pieces. Thus, X(Q) is a sum of input
pulses multiplied by the coefficients KL. The error in the output can be described by

H ( Q ) = G ( Q ) + * ( T )X ( Q ) ,

(2)

where G(Q) is the disturbance and *(T) is the system to be compensated. The error can be
expressed as a function of the reference signal [(Q)

H( Q ) = G ( Q ) + * ( T ) + ( T) [ ( Q ) ,

(3)

where +(T) is the impulse response of the FIR filter. The order of +(T) and *(T) can be
changed due they are linear and time invariant. After the modification, the error is

H ( Q ) = G ( Q ) + + ( T )* ( T ) [ ( Q ) .

(4)

The filtered reference signal is defined as

U ( Q ) = * ( T) [ ( Q ) ,

(5)
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where the filtered reference signal U(Q) is obtained by filtering the original reference signal
[(Q) through the model representing the mechanical system. The error in the output yields
, −1

H(Q ) = G (Q ) + ∑ KL U ( Q − L ) .

(6)

L =0

The objective is to minimise the error in the output. A quadratic cost function for the error
signal is equal to
- = H 2 (Q) ,

(7)

where - is to be minimised. The update law for the coefficients is obtained with the gradient
descent algorithm

∂,
(8)
∂K ( Q )
where µ is a convergence coefficient. From Equation (7), the derivative of the cost function
can be written by using the partial derivative of the error with respect to the coefficients
K (Q + 1) = K (Q ) − µ
L

L

L

∂H
∂.
= 2H( Q )
∂K ( Q )
∂K ( Q )
Finally, the update law for the filter coefficients can be expressed as
L

(9)

L

K ( Q + 1) = K ( Q ) − αH( Q ) U ( Q − L ) ,
L

where α is another convergence coefficient (α
convergence coefficient is approximately

α max ≈

(10)

L

1
2



2µ). The maximum value of the

.

(11)

U ,

The algorithm is known as the ILOWHUHG[/06DOJRULWKP (Figure 3). (Vance 1996).

( )

)LJXUH7KHEORFN* T UHSUHVHQWVWKHV\VWHPWREHGDPSHG7KHUHIHUHQFHVLJQDOLVILOWHUHG
LQWKHPRGHORIWKHV\VWHP

*ˆ ( T)

L( )

7KHSDUDPHWHUVRIWKHILOWHUDUH XSGDWHG LQ EORFN + T DQG

( )

FRSLHGLQWRWKHILOWHU+ T 

2.3 Convergent control
The principle of the convergent control algorithm was presented by Knospe HW DO (1997). A
similar control system, so called higher harmonic control was presented by Hall & Wereley
(1989); and applied by Sievers & von Flotow (1988), for example. Modifications have also
been made, see for example Lantto (1999).
The response of a rotor (at one frequency) can be expressed by using Fourier coefficients of
the excitation and of the system frequency response
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; = 78 + ; 0
L

L

L

,

(12)

where the ;L represent the vibration in the output of the system, 7 is the frequency response of
the system, 8L is the input (open-loop control), and is ;0L the synchronous vibration due to
rotation. The index L refers to the Lth control step. The function to be minimised is chosen as
7

- = ;L ;L ,

(13)

The adaptation law is obtained

8 +1 = 8 + $;
L

L

L

,

(14)

where 8L1 is the control action in the next control period, 8L is the control action in the
previous period, and $ is the inverse of the system model. (Knospe HWDO 1997, Sievers & von
Flotow 1992). A very similar update law as for the FIR filter was derived. In order to achieve
convergence, the inverse of the system model was multiplied with a convergence coefficient
as in the case of FIR filter. By defining

$= − α ,
*( V)

(15)

where α is again a convergence coefficient and *(V) is the model of the system. The
algorithm converged by selecting a proper positive value for the convergence coefficient α.
The computation of the Fourier coefficients was not explicitly specified by Knospe HW DO
(1997). They can be computed over a time interval respectively to the discrete Fourier
transform. A simplified way is to compute them in each instant of time and use as such. In
Figure 4, the coefficients are computed by multiplying the measured signal with complex
signal (Sievers & von Flotow 1992, Lantto 1999).

iγ DQG WKH FRQWURO ODZ LV

)LJXUH  7KH UHDO VLJQDO U LV PXOWLSOLHG E\ WKH FRPSOH[ VLJQDO H

DSSOLHG RQ WKH FRPSOH[ FRHIILFLHQWV 7KH VLJQDO LV WKHQ UHDOLVHG E\ PXOWLSO\LQJ ZLWK WKH
FRPSOH[FRQMXJDWHVLJQDO

 5HVXOWV
3.1 Comparison with simulations
In simulations, both systems were used to compensate a disturbance at one frequency in a
simple vibrating system; see one-degree-of-freedom oscillator in Figure 2. The system was of
second order having poles at -176 ± i 179 rad/s and the static gain of unity. The system had a
well-damped resonance at 40 Hz.
The simulation models were built on Matlab Simulink; the models are shown in Appendix 1.
The aim was to compensate one frequency in time and to compare the convergence of two
algorithms. Both algorithms used the model of the actual system to be damped. In
simulations, the model was the same as the system to be damped. The order of the adaptive
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FIR was selected to 50. The maximum convergence coefficients were selected in such a way
that the algorithms were stable in the frequency band from 10 Hz to 80 Hz. The trials led
coefficients of 0.002 for the adaptive FIR and 0.02 for the convergent control.
The simulation results are presented at constant disturbance frequencies from 10 Hz to 80 Hz
by 10 Hz steps. In Figure 5, the responses to 10 Hz and 20 Hz disturbances are shown. Figure
6 shows the convergence at 30 Hz and 40 Hz. From 10 Hz to 30 Hz, the rate of convergence
grew together with the frequency of the disturbance. The responses at 50 Hz and 60 Hz are
shown in Figure 7; and the responses at 70 Hz and 80 Hz are shown in Figure 8. The adaptive
FIR filter had faster convergence up to 60 Hz than the convergent control. On other hand, the
convergent control indicated smooth behaviour whereas the system with the adaptive FIR
filter was vibrating during the convergence.

)LJXUH7KHFRQYHUJHQFH VLPXODWHG ZLWK H[FLWDWLRQ RI +] DQG +] 1RWH GLIIHUHQW WLPH
VFDOHV

)LJXUH7KHFRQYHUJHQFHZDVVLPXODWHGZLWK+]DQG+]7KHUHVRQDQFHRIWKHV\VWHP
WREHGDPSHGORFDWHGDW+]
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)LJXUH  7KH YLEUDWLRQV RI WKH DGDSWLYH ),5 ILOWHU LQFUHDVHG DJDLQ DW WKH IUHTXHQFLHV DERYH
WKHUHVRQDQFH

Figure 8. 7KHFRQYHUJHQFHVLPXODWHGDW+]DQG+]

3.2 Experiments with convergent control
The convergent control algorithm was implemented into the rotor test environment. The code
can be found in Appendix 2 as it was programmed on the DSP1 development environment.
The tests and the test set-up corresponded to the ones carried out on the adaptive FIR filter
and reported in Tammi (2003).
First, integration was used to compute the Fourier coefficients. When computing Fourier
coefficients, different integration times were used from 0.01 s to 1 s. However, any
advantages of integration were not observed and the feature was removed from the code. Note
that this discussion only concerns the computation of the Fourier coefficients; the adaptation
law in Equation (14) remained the same during the tests. Note also that the principle of the
higher harmonic control is very similar with the principle used in this study.

1

Digital Signal Processor
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The convergence coefficient used in the tests was equal to 0.1. The value cannot directly be
compared to the value used in the simulations due to the systems and the scaling of signals
differ each other. In tests, the maximum stable value for the convergence coefficient was
between 0.5 and 1.0. The output of the convergent control was updated every 100th control
period (about every 0.01 seconds).

3.3 Displacement responses
In the tests, the displacement response of the system was measured by means of the eddy
current transducers. The transducers were the very same as used by active control (see Figure
2). The data was sampled with a rate of 2048 Hz. Figure 9 shows the displacement response
of the system when the algorithm was switched on; the rotational speed was 25 Hz
(1500 rpm). In the beginning of the time record, feedback control was running alone the
displacement being about 30 microns (peak). The convergent control algorithm was switched
on and the response decreased to an order of two microns. The same procedure was repeated
when the rotational speed was 40 Hz (2400 rpm) and 65 Hz (3900 rpm). The responses are
shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The convergence was relatively fast; the steady-state
condition was achieved in about 0.25 seconds. The amplitudes are approximately the same at
different frequencies due to the velocity feedback control.

)LJXUH  7KHIHHGEDFN FRQWURO ZDV UXQQLQJ DORQH XQWLO WKH FRQYHUJHQW FRQWURO ZDV VZLWFKHG
RQ DW DERXW  VHFRQGV  7KH GLVSODFHPHQWV ZHUH GHFUHDVHG IURP  PLFURQV WR  PLFURQV
DIWHUWKHVZLWFKRQ7KHURWDWLRQDOVSHHGZDV+]
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)LJXUH7KHUHVSRQVHV ZHUHDOVRPHDVXUHGGXULQJWKHVZLWFKRQRIWKHFRQYHUJHQW FRQWURO
ZKHQUXQQLQJDWWKHFULWLFDOVSHHGRIWKHURWRU +]USP 

)LJXUH7KHUHVSRQVHVZHUHPHDVXUHGGXULQJWKHVZLWFKRQRIWKHFRQYHUJHQWFRQWURO7KH
URWDWLRQDOVSHHGZDV+]

Next, the convergent control algorithm was running continuously and the rotational speed was
swept. The sweep started from 11 Hz and ended to 65 Hz, its rate was 16.7 Hz/min
(1000 rpm/min). The displacement response was approximately constant (about 2 microns,
peak) over the operational range excluding two separate instants of time. The reason for these
peaks was a discontinuity in the reference signals. The reference signals are used to generate
the compensation force. The signals are multiplied with the Fourier coefficients computed in
Equation (14) (see Figure 4). The Fourier coefficients adjust the gain and the phase of the
compensation signal, but do not change the signal shape. For this reason, the compensation
signal should be a sinusoid if a sinusoidal compensation force is wanted. The largest peak
occurred due to the discontinuity was 64 microns.
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)LJXUH  7KH UHVSRQVHV ZHUH PHDVXUHG ZKHQ VZHHSLQJ WKH URWDWLRQDO VSHHG IURP +] WR
+]ZLWKDUDWHRI+]PLQ7ZRSHDNVLQHDFKVLJQDO ZHUHGXHWRGLVFRQWLQXLWLHVLQWKH
UHIHUHQFHVLJQDO

3.4 Responses in frequency domain
The displacement measurements shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Figure 11, were analysed
in the frequency domain. The spectra (autopower, flattop window, 0.5 Hz resolution, 75 %
overlap) were computed when the feedback control system was working alone and when both
algorithms were working together. The results when run at 25 Hz are shown in Figure 13. The
disturbance at the frequency of rotation was compensated by the convergent control
algorithm. Similar behaviour is shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, the rotational speed being
40 Hz and 65 Hz, respectively.
A peak at 97.5 Hz appeared in the spectra together with the use of convergent control. The
magnitude of the peak was about 1 micron. The frequency of the peak was not dependent on
the rotational frequency; or the rotor did not have a resonance in that region. The update
frequency of the Fourier coefficients was considered as a potential reason for the peak. The
update frequency was 97.7 Hz; LH the control unit was run at 9766 Hz and the coefficients
were updated every 100th control period. The update frequency was changed to 49 Hz (every
200th period) and to 195 Hz (every 50th period) in order to confirm the assumption. The
frequency of the peak was changed together with the update frequency. The same tests also
indicated that lower update frequencies than about 100 Hz led to poor performance of the
algorithm. The discussion concerns only the coefficient update frequency; the output of the
convergent control was computed at a frequency of 9766 Hz.
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)LJXUH  7KH VSHFWUD ZKHQ WKH URWRU ZDV UXQQLQJ DW +] )% IHHGEDFN FRQWURO DORQH
)%))ERWKDOJRULWKPVZRUNLQJ 

)LJXUH7KHVSHFWUDZKHQWKHURWRUZDVUXQQLQJDWWKHFULWLFDOVSHHG+]
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)LJXUH7KHVSHFWUDZKHQWKHURWRUZDVUXQQLQJ+]

3.5 Force commands
The force commands generated by the feedback and feedforward control loops were recorded
with 7UDQVLHQW5HFRUGHU tool in $0%*XL program. The sampling rate was 9766 Hz. In Figure
16, the force commands when the rotational speed was 25 Hz are shown. First, the imbalance
forces are to be compensated by the feedback control. When switched on, the feedforward
control compensates the imbalance forces at the frequency of rotation. Figure 17 shows the
force commands when operating at the critical speed (40 Hz). Figure 18 shows the commands
when running 65 Hz. Note that the feedback control running alone and the feedback control
running together with the feedforward control were not synchronously triggered. Hence, the
phases between these measurements should not be compared. With the feedforward
compensation running, the magnitude of the used forces remained approximately constant
even the displacement was significantly less than obtained with the feedback control alone.
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)LJXUH  7KH IRUFH FRPPDQG VLJQDOV JHQHUDWHG ZKHQ UXQQLQJ IHHGEDFN FRQWURO DORQH ZDV
FKDUDFWHULVHG E\ RQH VLQXVRLGDO VLJQDO

DERYH  )HHGIRUZDUG FRQWURO FRPSHQVDWHG WKH

VLQXVRLGDOGLVWXUEDQFHDWWKHIUHTXHQF\RIURWDWLRQ EHORZ 7KHURWDWLRQDOVSHHGZDV+]

)LJXUH  7KH IRUFH FRPPDQGV UHFRUGHG ZKHQ WKH URWDWLRQDO VSHHG ZDV +] 7KH
GLVFRQWLQXRXVIHHGIRUZDUGVLJQDOLQGLFDWHGWKHZHDNHQHGTXDOLW\RIWKHUHIHUHQFHVLJQDO
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)LJXUH7KHIRUFHFRPPDQGVZHUHDOVRUHFRUGHGZKHQUXQQLQJ+]

The results indicated that discontinuities in the feedforward compensation signal caused peaks
in feedback signal. Sometimes they were noticeable also in the displacement signal.
Adjustment of the pulse sensor improved the quality of signals. Another set of measurements
can be found in Appendix 3. They were recorded before the quality of the reference signal
was improved. The results presented in Chapter 3 were acquired after the improvement of the
reference signal.

 'LVFXVVLRQ
In simulations, both algorithms converged with disturbances from 10 Hz to 80 Hz. The
convergence was fastest and smoothest around the resonance region, from 30 Hz to 50 Hz. At
frequencies below resonance, the convergence was slower. This was probably because the
algorithms need ’sufficient amount’ of information for adaptation and the acquisition time of
information is inversely proportional to the frequency. The simulations indicated the
convergent control algorithm having smoother but slightly slower behaviour than the adaptive
FIR filter with the filtered x-LMS algorithm. These results hold with the chosen parameter
values. The sensitivity to parameter variation, noisy signal HWF was not studied.
The FIR filter required significantly more computational power than the convergent control
due to its high order. In principle, the FIR filter should not require such a high order to
compensate a disturbance at one frequency. Two filter coefficients per frequency should be
sufficient (Fuller HW DO 1996). However, the tests indicated that one has then to select the
update frequency carefully. The proper selection of the FIR filter coefficients requires further
studies. The order of the FIR filter may have an effect on convergence and vibrating response
because the modes of the filter were not persistently excited.
In the experiments, the convergent control algorithm worked from 11 Hz to 65 Hz. The lower
limit was set by the availability of the reference signal. The higher limit was selected as a
frequency clearly above the critical speed at 40 Hz. After the convergent control algorithm
was switched on the response decreased to order of two microns. When the feedback control
was running alone the displacement was about 30 microns (peak). The algorithm reached the
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steady-state condition in about 0.25 seconds after switched on. As in the simulations carried
out in this study, the convergence was found smooth. The convergence was fast and smooth
when compared with the results on the FIR filter, presented in Tammi (2003).
A discontinuous reference signal caused transients in responses. For a short moment, the rotor
was deflected from its orbit until the feedback control restored the situation. Similar effects
were observed when testing the adaptive FIR filter in Tammi (2003). The convergent control
helped to trace the cause. In the convergent control, the compensation signal is derived
immediately from the reference signal. Thus, the current input of the reference signal directly
affects the next output. Whereas in the adaptive FIR filter, the compensation signal is a
weighted average of the compensation signal samples. In other words, a single input sample
does affect the output alone in the adaptive FIR filter. For this reason, minor discontinuities
may not be visible in the compensation signal. The convergent control algorithm used in this
study may be more sensitive to imperfections in the reference signal than an adaptive FIR
filter of a high order.
The vibrations were amplified at about 100 Hz when feedforward control was used. With
feedforward control, the magnitude of the peak at 97.5 Hz was an order of 1 micron. With
feedback control only, no peak appeared. This behaviour was caused by the Fourier
coefficient update. The reason requires deeper study of the convergent control dynamics.
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$SSHQGL[
Figure 1 shows the simulation model used. Both algorithms were implemented in the same
simulation model. The convergent control used a cosine and a sine signal as the reference
signals while the FIR filter used a sine. The disturbance of the same frequency as the
references was fed into the outputs of the systems. The algorithms functioned in the ’Matlab
function’ blocks. They were realised as m-files shown in Table 1.

)LJXUH  7KH 6LPXOLQN PRGHO FRQVLVWHG RI WKH FRQYHUJHQW FRQWURO DERYH  DQG WKH ),5 ILOWHU
EHORZ EUDQFKHV
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Table 1. The contents of m-files used are shown below.
,QLWLDOLVDWLRQ

&RQYHUJHQW&RQWURO

),5ILOWHU

function init_sim();
clear all;
global freq;
freq = 10;

function U = conv_control(err,ref_co,ref_si)

function out = fir_filter(signal_in,reference,error)

% Computes Convergent control output from
system output and reference cosine & sine

% Adaptive FIR filter

% For Convergent control
global U_old;
U_old = 0;
global a_cc;
a_cc = 0.02;

% Remember run init_sim first
global U_old;
global freq;
global a_cc;
% Complex correlation with reference signal
X = 2 * err * (ref_co - i * ref_si);

% For adaptive FIR
global order;
global alpha;
global h;
global ref_seq;
global input_seq;
order = 50;
alpha = 0.002;
h = zeros(order,1);
ref_seq = zeros(order,1);
input_seq = zeros(order,1);

% Model inverse, A = ((T’T)^-1)T’
w = i * 2 * pi * freq;
T = 33333/(0.528 * w^2 + 186 * w + 33333);
A = - a_cc * inv(conj(T) * T) * conj(T);
% Covergent control update law
U = U_old + A * X;
% Save old control output
U_old = U;

global order;
global alpha;
global h;
global ref_seq;
global input_seq;
% Update signal sequence
for I = 1:(order - 1)
input_seq(order-I+1) = input_seq(order-I);
end
input_seq(1) = signal_in;
% Update reference sequence
for I = 1:(order - 1)
ref_seq(order-I+1) = ref_seq(order-I);
end
ref_seq(1) = reference;
% Update FIR coefficients
h_old = h;
h = h_old - alpha .* error .* ref_seq;
% Compute FIR output
out = h’ * input_seq;
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$SSHQGL[
7DEOH  7KH FRQYHUJHQW FRQWURO FRGH ZDV LPSOHPHQWHG LQ &ODQJXDJH RQ WKH '63
HQYLURQPHQW

// Correlation measurement in X-direction, real and imaginary parts
corr_meas[0] = 2*elem_signals_for_c[2]*position_error[0]*cc_on; // Real part = cos * err
corr_meas[1] = 2*elem_signals_for_c[3]*position_error[0]*cc_on; // Imaginary = -sin * err
// Correlation measurement in Y-direction
corr_meas[2] = 2*elem_signals_for_c[2]*position_error[1]*cc_on; // Real part = cos * err
corr_meas[3] = 2*elem_signals_for_c[3]*position_error[1]*cc_on; // Imaginary = -sin * err
// Integrate over n samples then reset and set new correlation values
if (integr_counter < 10000)
{
// X-dir.
integr_corr_meas[0] = integr_corr_meas[0] + corr_meas[0];
integr_corr_meas[1] = integr_corr_meas[1] + corr_meas[1];
// Y-dir.
integr_corr_meas[2] = integr_corr_meas[2] + corr_meas[2];
integr_corr_meas[3] = integr_corr_meas[3] + corr_meas[3];
}
if (integr_counter > 9999) // Conv Control and integrator reset after n samples, results is moved to hold
{
// X-dir. Gain 1/n over n periods
curr_corr[0] = 0.0001*integr_corr_meas[0];
curr_corr[1] = 0.0001*integr_corr_meas[1];
// Y-dir.
curr_corr[2] = 0.0001*integr_corr_meas[2];
curr_corr[3] = 0.0001*integr_corr_meas[3];
// Compute model inverse: real and imaginary parts at each speed
angular_freq = 6.2831853*rotation_freq; // 2*pi*f
model_inverse[0] = cc_gain*(4.66662 - 0.00007392*angular_freq*angular_freq); // m*(i*w)^2 + k
model_inverse[1] = -cc_gain*0.02604*angular_freq; // c*i*w
// Convergent Control in X-direction U(k+1) = U(k) + A(w) * X(k). 0: real, 1: imag
// Use of _direct_ correlation value. ADDED 12.2.2003!
U_new[0] = leak*U_old[0] + model_inverse[0]*corr_meas[0] - model_inverse[1]*corr_meas[1];
U_new[1] = leak*U_old[1] + model_inverse[1]*corr_meas[0] + model_inverse[0]*corr_meas[1];
// Y-direction. 0 & 2: real, 1 & 3: imag
U_new[2] = leak*U_old[2] + model_inverse[0]*corr_meas[2] - model_inverse[1]*corr_meas[3];
U_new[3] = leak*U_old[3] + model_inverse[1]*corr_meas[2] + model_inverse[0]*corr_meas[3];
// Save new values for next period
U_old[0] = U_new[0];
U_old[1] = U_new[1];
U_old[2] = U_new[2];
U_old[3] = U_new[3];
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// Reset integrator
integr_corr_meas[0] = 0;
integr_corr_meas[1] = 0;
integr_corr_meas[2] = 0;
integr_corr_meas[3] = 0;
integr_counter = 0;
}
integr_counter++;
// Realise time signals according force commands U(k)
cc_time_signal[0] = U_new[0]*elem_signals_for_c[2] + U_new[1]*elem_signals_for_c[3];
cc_time_signal[1] = U_new[2]*elem_signals_for_c[2] + U_new[3]*elem_signals_for_c[3];
// Output is computed if add_forces <> 0
cc_output[0] = add_forces*cc_time_signal[0];
cc_output[1] = add_forces*cc_time_signal[1];
return 0;
}
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$SSHQGL[
This appendix is to show the problems caused by discontinuities in the reference signals used
by convergent control. The measurement of the rotational speed was unsettled. The
fluctuation in the rotational speed measurement was observed from the reference signals and
the rotational speed indicator. The adjustment of the pulse sensor (phasor) probe decreased
the fluctuation. The time records to be presented here were obtained before the adjustment.
The force commands were recorded at three constant speeds: 25 Hz, 40 Hz and 65 Hz (Figure
1, Figure 2 and Figure 3). In each figure, the plot above shows the force commands with the
feedback control running alone. The force commands derived by the feedback and
feedforward control together are shown in the plot below. When the feedback control was
running alone, the force commands were characterised by a sinusoidal signal due to the
excitation at the speed of rotation. The feedforward compensation, when switched on,
compensated the disturbance at the frequency of rotation.

)LJXUH7KHIRUFHFRPPDQGZKHQUXQQLQJDW+]
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